Parking at BPSI
• Parking is available on the side and behind the building.
  • “BPSI Reserved” and “Permit Parking Only” spaces are open to all members, candidates, students, BPSI guests, and registered program attendees.
  • If you park behind the building there is a well-lit pathway to the front door. (Please note: you may enter the building only through the front door; the stair exit in the library is for emergency exit use only.)
  • Parking along Herrick Circle is not permitted at any time. Herrick Circle runs behind the private residences downhill of BPSI and connects BPSI’s lower parking lot to Herrick Road. **BPSI cars found to be parked on Herrick Circle (beyond the No Parking sign and fire hydrant) will be towed.**
  • There is what appears to be a small, angled parking space across the roadway from the fire hydrant where BPSI’s parking area leads to the private residences along Herrick Circle. **This is not a legal parking spot; parking in this location impedes access to that fire hydrant and also reduces the space needed to safely exit from BPSI’s parking lot. Cars found to be parked in that space will be towed.**
  • Cars found to be parked illegally in handicapped or unmarked spaces **will be towed.**

Parking on the Andover Newton Campus
• There is ample parking available on what was the Andover Newton campus. Your BPSI parking permit is valid for all "permit parking" there. Please remember to display your parking permit when parking in any Andover Newton spaces.
• Parking passes must be clearly visible, either hanging from the rearview mirror or easily seen on your car’s dashboard.
• There is no charge for the initial parking pass. Replacement passes, available for a small fee, may be obtained from Drew Brydon (dbrydon@bpsi.org or 617-266-0953 x105).
• Cars found to be parked illegally in handicapped or unmarked spaces are at the risk of being towed.

Parking on the Hebrew College Campus
• Parking at Hebrew College is available on Thursday evenings ONLY, and only in their rear parking lot (see map). Be sure to display your BPSI parking tag, or you run the risk of being towed.

From the MBTA Trolley: Take the Green Line, Riverside Branch (D Train), to Newton Centre. The line runs from downtown Boston west to Riverside Station, just off Rt. 128, where there is a connecting bus station. Newton Centre is “outbound” from downtown Boston and “inbound” from Riverside. The trip from Park Street Station downtown takes approximately 30 minutes to Newton Centre Station. Tickets are available at the automated kiosks in the subway station and at Newton Centre Station. As you get off an outbound car at Newton Centre, Herrick Road is on the left. Turn left at the end of the ramp and proceed on Herrick Road up the hill.

**BPSI** (141 Herrick Road) is the large, grey stone building at the top of the hill, on the right. From the T station, it is approximately **7 minutes** walking, uphill, to BPSI. There is also a taxi stand at the T stop, directly up the stairs from the train platform at street level. For more information about bus service connecting from T or subway stops, subway or T schedules, or MBTA commuter rail service, please visit http://www.MBTA.com.